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IN MEMORY OF SERGEANT 
WILLIAM ALLMON 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a 
previous order of the House, the gen-
tleman from Georgia (Mr. GINGREY) is 
recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. GINGREY. Mr. Speaker, today 
the residents of Floyd County, Georgia 
are saying goodbye to a native son who 
died while bravely serving his Nation 
in Iraq. Sergeant William Elliot 
Allmon was killed in action on April 
12, 2008 outside of Baghdad, after his 
vehicle encountered an IED, an impro-
vised explosive device. 

Last night, I joined Sergeant Will 
Allmon’s family, friends, and sup-
porters at his visitation to honor the 
life of this brave soldier. He was re-
membered as a man of the highest 
character whose receipt of two Army 
commendation medals, an Army 
achievement medal, a combat action 
badge are testament to the supreme 
sense of duty he felt to his country and 
to his brothers in arms, his comrades. 
Most importantly, he was remembered 
as a first-born son, a father, and grand-
son whose contagious smile brought a 
sense of warmth to those in his pres-
ence. 

Born and raised in Floyd County, 
Georgia, Will joined the National 
Guard at age 17 before going full active 
duty in 2003. After serving one tour in 
Iraq, and even being wounded, Sergeant 
Allmon selflessly decided to return to 
the war zone for a second tour, from 
which his unit will return home this 
summer. 

His whole mission in Iraq centered on 
keeping his fellow soldiers safe, risking 
his life for the sake of others. Sergeant 
Allmon served as a combat engineer for 
the Army, where he specialized in 
building protective structures for 
friendly forces and destroying protec-
tive structures for the enemy. 

I think his mom put it best when she 
said, ‘‘He was a leader who was looked 
up to by other soldiers. He was a loyal 
soldier who went beyond the call of 
duty.’’ 

Sergeant Allmon leaves behind his 
wife, Jennifer; his 3-year-old son, 
Damien; an 11-year-old stepson, Jason 
Luke Johnson; his mother, Donna For-
tune; his father, William Allmon; his 
grandfather, Leonard Allmon; and 
grandparents, Billy and Joann Phillips. 

Mr. Speaker, my prayers go out to 
his family and my deepest gratitude 
goes out to Sergeant Allmon for his 
selfless sacrifice for this Nation, and I 
ask all Members, and I know they will, 
join me in honoring the distinguished 
memory of Sergeant William Allmon. 

f 

REMOVAL OF NAME OF MEMBER 
AS COSPONSOR OF H.R. 5515 

Mr. GOODE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unan-
imous consent to withdraw my name as 
a cosponsor of H.R. 5515. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there 
objection to the request of the gen-
tleman from Virginia? 

There was no objection. 
f 

UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under 
the Speaker’s announced policy of Jan-
uary 18, 2007, the gentleman from 
Rhode Island (Mr. LANGEVIN) is recog-
nized for 60 minutes as the designee of 
the majority leader. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, to-
night I am honored to be able to speak 
this evening about the issue of uni-
versal health care, one of the biggest 
domestic challenges that is facing our 
country at the present time. I am also 
pleased to be joined this evening and 
who will be speaking in just a few min-
utes, by the gentleman from Con-
necticut (Mr. SHAYS) on the issue of 
universal health care. 

Mr. Speaker, again I am very pleased 
to have this time to speak on a topic 
that remains of paramount concern to 
individuals and families across the 
country, and that is again the issue of 
health care in America. 

Health care costs, Mr. Speaker, are 
rising in the United States at an 
alarming, alarming rate. Yet despite 
the fact that we spend more per capita 
on health care than any other industri-
alized country, we produce very dis-
appointing outcomes by a number of 
important measures. One major attrib-
utable factor is the high level of unin-
sured in America. 

Furthermore, the U.S. remains the 
only developed nation that does not 
guarantee health coverage as a right to 
all of its citizens. Today, there are 
nearly 47 million Americans who lack 
health insurance coverage, leaving one 
in six without access to proper medical 
care. What makes these figures more 
shocking is that over 80 percent of the 
uninsured come from working families. 
As the cost of health care continues to 
rise, it is clearly burdening our fami-
lies and placing American employers at 
more and more of a competitive dis-
advantage. Therefore, I believe it is our 
duty as policymakers to offer a new vi-
sion and new solutions to fix our ailing 
health care system. 

Providing quality, affordable health 
care to every American has been a 
long-time priority of mine. And it is in 
this spirit of furthering the national 
dialogue on this important issue that 
my colleague from Connecticut, Con-
gressman CHRIS SHAYS and I have 
worked together to introduce H.R. 5348, 
the American Health Benefits Program 
Act of 2008. 

This bipartisan universal health care 
proposal is based on a tried-and-true 
program that has stood the test of 
time, and that is the Federal Employ-
ees Health Benefits Program or FEHBP 
as it is called. Currently over 8 million 
Federal employees, retirees and their 

dependents receive health insurance 
coverage under FEHBP. This includes 
Members of Congress. 

This program uses a system of man-
aged competition between private in-
surance carriers and provides enrollees 
with a large menu of coverage options. 
Its use of bulk purchasing power helps 
contain costs and brings stability to 
the system. In 2007, this resulted in an 
average premium increase of just 1.8 
percent compared to the private mar-
ket average of 6.1 percent. And by the 
way, I have yet to come across an em-
ployer, at least in my home district, or 
anywhere in the country, for that mat-
ter, who has only realized a 6.1 percent 
increase in their health care costs. 
Generally it is in the double digits and 
sometimes you can be talking about 20 
or 30 percent or more increases to a 
given health care plan in any given 
year. Our proposal basically would use 
that successful model to provide simi-
lar benefits to all Americans, estab-
lishing the first ever American health 
benefits program or AHBP. 

Now the development of AHBP will 
be guided by eight fundamental prin-
ciples, and they are on this chart to my 
right: choice, shared responsibility, af-
fordability, portability, continuity, 
preventive care, and health care rein-
vestment. I believe these are the types 
of principles that we have to have in 
any type of system and they are cer-
tainly the core tenets of our universal 
health care proposal. 

Now under AHBP, employers who 
wish to continue negotiating with pri-
vate insurance carriers may do so as 
long as the coverage they offer meets a 
basic standard set by AHBP. However, 
employer-sponsored coverage is prov-
ing to be more and more cost-prohibi-
tive for businesses as health care costs 
continue to outpace inflation and in-
surance options drastically fluctuate 
from plan to plan. That’s why AHBP 
allows companies to choose to pay a 
fixed predictable payroll tax according 
to their size and average employee 
earnings. 

We have a chart here which says that 
depending on the average number of 
employees that a company has, as well 
as according to their average salary, 
they would pay a certain percentage of 
their payroll tax. For example, on the 
very lower end where you have the 
small businesses that have the lowest 
average earnings, that company would 
only pay a maximum of 4 percent of 
payroll. 

On the higher end, you would have 
the companies that at the very highest 
end would pay no more than 10 percent 
of payroll. There would be a certain 
cap on the average earning itself. 

So my point is that there is a range 
of options here. There is a range of 
plans to choose from, but this is also 
an affordable way for employees to 
have health care coverage. 

Basically we are separating out the 
coverage from the workplace itself. We 
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need to get away from the issue of just 
employer-sponsored coverage. I think 
it is the best way to go, and it is a sen-
sible proposal. 

For many businesses this may cost 
less than they currently spend on pre-
mium contributions and health care 
and health plan administration. Pay-
roll tax revenue under the system we 
are proposing will basically create a 
funding stream to allow for a fixed gov-
ernment contribution of 72 percent to-
ward health care premiums of every 
participating American. 

Individuals in AHBP will have the re-
sponsibility to pay for the remaining 
share of their premiums, to the extent 
that they can afford it, again with the 
lowest income earners receiving sub-
sidies to ensure affordability. 

This new program is not a single- 
payer system. It is not one size fits all, 
and it does not reinvent the wheel. 
Medicare, Medicaid and veteran serv-
ices and other public programs that are 
tailored to specific populations will re-
main intact. Additionally, no one will 
be denied coverage or discriminated 
against based on their health status or 
preexisting condition. That is a very 
important tenet of this proposal. 

AHBP will use basically an expanded 
system of managed competition to en-
sure that private insurance carriers 
compete for enrollees on the basis of 
benefits as well as efficiency, service 
and price. It will offer portable and 
continuous coverage and incentivize in-
vestment in disease preventive and 
long-term preventive care which de-
crease the costs of care over time. 

Investments in health information 
technology will also lower costs while 
increasing quality and efficiency. 

Mr. Speaker, instituting meaningful 
systemic reforms will require a funda-
mental shift in how we view employer- 
provided coverage and health care de-
livery. While it is critical that busi-
nesses maintain a role, I believe it is 
essential that we change our perspec-
tive of health insurance as a privilege 
or benefit tied to employment. Instead, 
we must look at it as a right and a re-
sponsibility to be shared by the com-
munity. Individuals and employers, 
health care providers and the govern-
ment, all have key roles to play in 
reaching a truly inclusive and efficient 
health care model. 

The unsettling truth is that society 
already pays for the uninsured. Some 
think that there is no cost associated 
with the uninsured. That is completely 
not true. Society already pays for the 
uninsured, but it does so at tremendous 
cost and with staggering inefficiencies. 
Individuals without health insurance 
are most often forced to seek care from 
doctors and hospital emergency rooms 
only after their illnesses reach cata-
strophic levels, drastically increasing 
the risk of complications and the cost 
of treatment. 

Our most recent estimates place 
total uninsured medical expenses at 

nearly $125 billion a year. That is stag-
gering. Approximately $41 billion of 
this total comes in the form of uncom-
pensated care which is predominantly 
borne by the government and financed 
by the taxpayer. Beyond this, the cost 
is also reflected in the form of higher 
health insurance premiums that every-
one pays. This cost is only compounded 
by the lost income due to reduced em-
ployment and job productivity. How-
ever, Mr. Speaker, the most disturbing 
costs are not the monetary costs in na-
ture, but the immeasurable price that 
we pay in human lives each year as a 
result of inequitable, inadequate care. 

A recently released analysis esti-
mated that 22,000 deaths nationwide oc-
curred last year resulting from adults 
not having health insurance, averaging 
one death every 24 minutes. This is 
simply an unacceptable price to pay for 
delaying necessary reforms to our 
health care system, and we need to 
change it. 

The challenges we face in fixing our 
ailing health care system are great. 
However, the costs of inaction are even 
greater. 

Mr. Speaker, the time has come for 
policymakers at all levels and across 
the ideological spectrum to take action 
toward developing a health care system 
that really works for our Nation, one 
that offers Americans choice, calls for 
shared responsibility, and is affordable 
to all. 

b 2015 

I believe our proposal introduces a 
practical model for universal health 
care while leaving room for further dis-
cussion on this very complex issue. 
And, Mr. Speaker, I believe this is not 
a Democratic or a Republican issue. 
It’s not a conservative or a liberal 
issue. It’s an issue that matters most 
to the American people. 

And on that note, I am pleased to 
yield this evening to the gentleman 
from Connecticut, my partner in this 
bipartisan universal health care bill 
and this effort to finally, once and for 
all, solve our Nation’s health care cri-
sis, the gentleman from Connecticut, 
Mr. CHRIS SHAYS. 

Mr. SHAYS. I thank the gentleman 
for yielding and I appreciate his 
launching this bill. 

Let me say, first and foremost, that 
you have worked on this legislation for 
over 4 years, and you have done what 
many of us in Congress said we wanted 
to do. We said we wanted Americans to 
have the same health care that Mem-
bers of Congress have. And that’s what 
I said, the same health care that Fed-
eral employees have, because that’s the 
program that Members of Congress are 
a part of. It’s a program that in my 
State, and in most States, we have, 
like, 18 different choices. 

And so what I’d like to do, I’d like to 
start out, if you wouldn’t mind putting 
the American health benefit guiding 

principles back up on the chart there, 
because I think that’s a good way to 
start out. 

And, again, let me say, Congressman 
LANGEVIN, it’s a privilege to work with 
you. You have done incredible work to 
bring forward a plan that Congress can 
consider seriously. And what you’ve 
done is what all of us said we wanted to 
do, and you’ve given me the privilege 
of not having to write it, but I got to 
edit it. And that’s a lot of fun. 

So this is a partnership, and what a 
great partnership, to be able to first 
argue, as you have, that chart in front 
of you, universal coverage. So there’s 
85 percent of the Americans have cov-
erage and 15 percent don’t. 90 percent 
have it in Connecticut. But there are 
about 45 million Americans that don’t 
have health coverage. 

What that does, as you’ve pointed out 
so well, it means that you have a dis-
tortion in the marketplace because 
those 45 million are going to get cov-
ered when they are really sick in a hos-
pital, and it’s going to be the uncom-
pensated care. 

So you’ve written a bill that says, 
universal coverage. You’ve written a 
bill that says, Americans will have 
choice, which is really important to 
me. You’ve written a bill that said 
there’ll be shared responsibility, that 
individuals, employers, the govern-
ment, hospitals, insurers, all have a re-
sponsibility. That’s what you’ve done. 

You and I are seeking to have this be 
affordable, so we are going to talk 
about a commission that we’ve estab-
lished that would be established under 
this bill. 

But you want it to be portable. You 
want it to be that if an employee 
moves somewhere else they’re going to 
have that same coverage. And if the 
employee wants to upgrade, they can 
upgrade every year, or reduce it, be-
cause Federal employees pay 28 percent 
of the cost. The government pays the 
employer, in this case, 72 percent. So 28 
and 72 on the part of the government. 

The continuity concept, that if em-
ployers have worked out a really good 
program with their employees then 
they can keep it. But eventually I 
think they will ultimately want to be 
part of the American health benefit 
plan. 

And I particularly like the aspect 
that no insurer is going to be allowed 
to participate unless they have a 
strong preventative care program. And 
we can get into that. 

And then the health care re-invest-
ment. Insurers take 20 percent out and 
80 percent goes to health care. The way 
you’ve drafted the bill, and we are pro-
moting this bill, there’s going to be, 
our expectation, and this is our goal, is 
that 90 percent be reinvested into 
health care. 

Now, it’s pretty amazing when you 
look at the differences in cost. And 
maybe you want to comment on this. 
You have a pretty good view of it. 
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But we’re looking at statistics in 

2004. And you can see that the Gross 
Domestic Product in the United States, 
in 2004, was 15 percent. And yet, it was 
11 percent, and in 1980 it was 8.8. But 
the significant thing is Canada’s is at 
10, just slightly under 10, where ours is 
at 15. The United Kingdom is at 8 per-
cent of Gross Domestic Product. Japan 
is at 8. And Germany slightly over 10. 
There’s a big difference in the cost here 
compared to our cost. I have a sense 
that part of that is just the uncompen-
sated care, and that’s, you know, we’ve 
had information that says that. But I 
think this is one that just gets you to 
have to wake up. 

If we do nothing, if we do nothing, we 
are going to be spending, by the year 
2016, it’s estimated, over $4 trillion a 
year in health care. And it still means 
that a good number of Americans don’t 
get the coverage. 

So we have to do something. And let 
me just make this last point, and then 
I know that you’ll have things that you 
want to say as well. 

But our bill, the bill that you wrote, 
and the bill that I’m now a part of, is 
going to give Americans choice. And 
there are going to be some other bills 
presented. There’s a bill that says you 
have a single payer system. There’s an-
other bill that says the individual pays 
and not the employer in a tax to, and 
as you’ve designed the bill, pays into a 
tax, in which we have 300 million peo-
ple in one pool. So you don’t have this 
problem of a single employer. 

But, no, I just want to make this 
point before yielding back. The point I 
want to make is that we all know we’re 
going to get to universal coverage. And 
the question is not if, but when. 

The other question is what is it going 
to look like? We have the perfect 
model, a system that the employer 
pays, that the individual pays, a sys-
tem now where the hospitals, because 
they won’t have such uncompensated 
care, will be contributing a bit, and 
where the insurers are going to be 
making sure that more goes into 
health care. 

And there’s the other plan that will 
come out here, Mr. WYDEN’s bill, that 
deserves to be looked at, where the in-
dividual is going to pay. There’s again, 
the single payer plan. And then there’s 
the other groups that say, well, let’s 
just kind of work on the edges and 
keep covering more and more of the 
uninsured and then see what it looks 
like when we’re done. 

So maybe we could have more back 
and forth dialogue, but this is some-
thing I deeply believe in. And I appre-
ciate the work that’s gone in by you 
and your staff. And now, my staff as 
well. 

And this is a debate that Congress 
needs to say, let’s begin it. Let’s have 
a hearing in the House and in the Sen-
ate on this legislation, on the other 
legislation. Let’s understand the im-
pact on individuals and on employers. 

So this is a lot of fun for me to be out 
here with you. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. I thank the gen-
tleman for his words and also his pas-
sion and support on this bipartisan uni-
versal health care bill. Your input has 
been invaluable in crafting this bipar-
tisan bill and bringing it to where it is 
today, and we hope that this, now, con-
tinues, where we begin the process of 
fixing our health care system, bringing 
it to the top of the public policy agen-
da. It is clearly long overdue. 

The American people are asking, 
they’re demanding that we fix our 
health care crisis, and that we cover 
the uninsured, not only cover the unin-
sured, but making health care afford-
able. This is something that’s long 
overdue. 

I think it’s a national disgrace that 
we have 47 million people in this coun-
try without health insurance. And as 
we have both pointed out, that because 
of that, it’s a major contributing factor 
in that we have the highest cost and 
the worst outcomes in comparison to 
other industrialized nations. Again, the 
high number of uninsured is a major 
contributing factor to that statistic. 

So the fact that we have a bill now is 
exciting because it’s based on a tem-
plate, a tried and true program that’s 
already working. 

When I first came to this debate, I 
said, this is one of the most, the big-
gest challenges facing our country 
right now. And I said, why can’t we 
solve it? And is there anything out 
there that is working now that serves 
as an example of what we could base a 
universal health care system on? 

And after studying it and looking at 
it, I said it’s really right before us, and 
that’s the Federal employees health 
benefits program. Right now, we have, 
the Federal Government, as mentioned 
earlier, negotiates a variety of dif-
ferent health care plans for more than 
8 million Federal employees, depend-
ents and retirees. You’ve got every-
thing, and the choices of options that 
are available, from the very basic plan 
with the small premium and the small 
copay, up to the more classic com-
prehensive Blue Cross-type plans and 
everything in between. 

Mr. SHAYS. And if I could just jump 
in. The key that you make is that 
there are 8 million individuals, either 
actively working for the government or 
retired, who are part of the same pool, 
and so the purchasing power becomes 
more powerful. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. That’s right. Using 
bulk purchasing power is the thing, by 
getting more people into one insurance 
pool, we spread risk around, and it 
achieves cost containment and sta-
bility in the system. 

Mr. SHAYS. And the exciting part, I 
think, or the very sensible part of what 
we have as Federal employees, because 
as Congressmen, we have that same 
plan that all Federal employees have, 

is that we can choose to upgrade our 
plan and spend 28 percent on the more 
expensive plan, or we can choose to 
lower it each year. But we never have 
a problem of there being a pre-existing 
condition. 

And thinking how it would work in 
the private sector, you move to an-
other job and you will be able to keep 
the same plan. Or you are unemployed. 
You lost your job. And you have this 
huge fear of buying COBRA and having 
to pay all of the cost, and you can’t. 
You’re not working. In this case, you 
would be part of the government cov-
erage, and it would be paid for almost 
entirely by the government, in that in-
stance, until you were back working. 

And what’s hugely important about 
that is to recognize though, that that 
individual wouldn’t, then, be able to 
get the most expensive plan, they’d 
have the basic plan. But the basic plan 
is a good plan. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. That’s right. Abso-
lutely. And it’s equally important to 
recognize that this is not a big govern-
ment-run plan. We’re not creating an-
other big government bureaucracy. It’s 
government negotiated but it’s private 
competition. It’s managed competi-
tion. Private insurers would be able to 
compete for now enrollees based on 
benefits, efficiency service and price. 
So the insurance companies have an in-
centive now to economize, find effi-
ciencies. They would have to deliver on 
what has been negotiated in the var-
ious plans, and that would be clearly 
spelled out, but they would now be 
challenged to find ways to do things 
like invest in preventative and early 
care, which there really isn’t nec-
essarily the incentive, I believe, right 
now for insurers to do that, because, 
for example, when it’s tied to employ-
ment, you know, we all, people change 
jobs several times throughout their ca-
reers. There’s no guarantee that an en-
rollee that starts with an insurance 
company today is going it would be In-
surance Company B, you know, 
wouldn’t be with the Insurance Com-
pany A years down the road. They 
would be with potentially another in-
surance company, which means, you 
know, why should Insurance Company 
A invest in all this early preventative 
care, when, down the road, when some-
one gets older and we all become great-
er consumers of health care, that, why 
would they, that company wouldn’t 
benefit from the investment that they 
made, where under this system they 
would. You may change plans within a 
particular company, but you may very 
well be with the same insurance com-
pany or plan throughout most of your 
life. 

b 2030 
Mr. SHAYS. I love to talk about this 

and just delve into the preventative 
care part even more. 

The insurance company isn’t guaran-
teed that that individual will be with 
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them for life. But they are aware that 
the insurance company’s part of the 
American Health Benefit Plan and that 
all of the other insurers, as well, have 
to focus on preventative care. And 
that’s going to be hugely important 
how people take care of themselves; 
are they having physical checkups, but 
more importantly, how do they take 
care of themselves? Are they smoking? 
Are they overweight? 

You are going to have insurance com-
panies that are going to provide incen-
tives for people, one, to not smoke; to 
provide incentives for them to lose 
weight; and this is going to also in-
clude a health savings account for 
those who want it. And the significance 
of that will be that it becomes a high 
deductible. 

So they would have to put in for the 
first few thousand dollars, but it comes 
out of what they put into a savings ac-
count. And if they don’t spend it, then 
it stays in that savings account. And 
then there has been no cost to the in-
surer and, in this case, it will be a less 
expensive plan to the government as 
well. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. Right. 
Mr. SHAYS. I would love to, if you 

wouldn’t mind, just point out that 
what we have done in this legislation is 
that when the bill passes, it will take 2 
years to be implemented so that as we 
vote out the legislation with whatever 
changes are in there, it may be that 
the amount that an employer has to 
put into the system may be higher or 
lower in certain numbers of employees 
and so on; and we can go back to that 
chart in a second. But we want to have 
time to write the legislation but then 
to examine it during the course of the 
2 years. 

And one of the things that we’ve done 
is that we require there to be a health 
benefits commission. And the signifi-
cance of that is that we don’t want the 
United States to be spending so much 
more than other countries. So much of 
our wealth and our income is going 
into health care, and we would like it 
to be less. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. Right. 
And I think that is an important 

point, if I could just interject. The high 
costs of health care now are putting 
not only a tremendous burden on our 
individuals and families, but it’s put-
ting our companies at a significant 
competitive disadvantage in terms of 
those companies overseas whose na-
tions have universal health care. And 
so it is not particularly burdening in 
individual business itself in foreign 
countries where it is here where com-
panies bear much of the costs of pro-
viding universal health care. 

So we’re helping to change the dy-
namic, if you would, of how health care 
is provided in America. And, again, 
we’re changing it from an employer 
kind of run system, a sponsor system, 
to now a universal health care model 

that everybody is participating in, and 
it’s not necessarily tied to employ-
ment. Again, businesses still have an 
important role to play, we all do. Busi-
nesses, government, health care pro-
viders. 

Mr. SHAYS. But they won’t have to 
negotiate a plan every year, and it 
won’t be unique to that business. It 
will be a plan that will have been nego-
tiated by the American Health Benefits 
Plan. 

You know, I look at this trend line, 
and I see that we’re looking that in the 
year 2016, we would be spending $4 tril-
lion. But what will we be spending in 
the year 2020? And this is without 
doing what we need to do, which is to 
reform the system. 

And so what we have done is we have 
established a commission, and the 
commission will be of nine members, 
the chair and vice chair, as well as two 
other members who will be chosen by 
the comptroller general. The President, 
the majority leader, the minority lead-
ers of the Senate and Speaker, the mi-
nority leader of the House will choose 
one representative. And the commis-
sion shall examine and make rec-
ommendations regarding the major 
issues and cost drivers affecting the de-
livery of health services as it pertains 
to the American Health Benefit Pro-
gram. 

Within the legislation, we specifi-
cally are directing the commission to 
examine a comparison of the American 
Health Benefit Plan to other public 
health insurance programs, the proper 
implementation and utilization of elec-
tronic medical records and other 
health information technologies, in-
cluding privacy and interoperability 
issues. We’re directing them to look at 
the effects of medical malpractice in-
surance and defensive medicine on the 
delivery and cost of health care, and 
that’s something that needs to be 
looked at. 

The patterns and effects of overutili-
zation. When do people overutilize 
care? Why do they overutilize it, and 
what steps can an overall plan do to 
encourage all of the insurance compa-
nies to have some of the basic same 
practices that would discourage over-
utilization? 

We are having them look at the cost 
and implementation factor of retiree 
health coverage under the American 
Health Benefit Plan. What is the im-
pact of retirees? And candidly, what is 
the impact of the last few months of 
someone’s life when we see a huge 
amount of money spent? 

A comparison of prescription drug 
prices under the American Health Ben-
efit Plan to other public health pro-
grams, and the effects of insurance mo-
nopolies on health care costs and deliv-
ery, we need to look at that. 

Now, what this commission will do, 
it has 18 months to file its findings, 
which is 6 months before the law actu-

ally goes into effect. But we’re asking 
them to give us a preliminary finding 
12 months in, a final version 18 months, 
but one 12 months. 

So the legislation passes 2 years be-
fore it’s implemented. The commission 
comes back in a year and says, You 
need to make these changes to help 
control costs, to help discourage over-
utilization, to help with preventative 
care. That would help save costs in the 
long run. We will come back 18 months 
later. 

Now, one of the last points I would 
make, and I know that you have com-
ments that you need to make as well, 
we are willing to amend this legisla-
tion as we get data. And, for instance, 
I hope that sometime again we can 
look at the chart that you had where 
you talked about employer contribu-
tions because we’re asking employers 
to say, okay, what do you pay now and 
how would this legislation impact you. 
And even if now they would be paying 
a little bit more, I suspect that in the 
long run, because their costs are going 
up significantly without a plan, but if 
I could just point out how this chart 
works. It’s rather small. But we look 
at an average wage earner of $21,000 or 
less, and then we say okay, there’s 10 
employees to 25 employees. There are 
200 to 500 employees. That’s on the left 
column. And in an average wage of 
$21,000 or less, even with 500 employees, 
they would only be paying about $1,000, 
slightly over $1,000 a year. 

Now, when you go and look at some-
one who is making $83,000-plus, the 
amount that they would be contrib-
uting would ultimately max out, po-
tentially, at a much higher rate, more 
than $10,000. But the question is, what 
do they pay now? 

Did I get that right? Yeah. 
But the point is, employers are going 

to say, I have 26 employees, their aver-
age salary is $42,000. They will know 
that they’re going to be paying ap-
proximately $6,600 an employee. So 
that’s what they would pay under this 
plan. What do they pay now, and are 
there employees having the same 
choices that now—do they have the 
same choices under their private plan 
as they would under this plan? 

Mr. LANGEVIN. Right. And that’s an 
important point to make. 

There are some employers that, 
though they offer health insurance, the 
company may only offer one plan, and 
it may not fit the needs of all of the 
employees. It may be good for some 
but, again, not everyone. 

Under this plan, there would be a va-
riety of plans to choose from: again, a 
very basic plan with a small premium, 
a small copay, up to the more com-
prehensive-type programs, and several 
options in between. And it’s basically 
bringing everyone into one insurance 
pool. 

So you’re bringing a younger, 
healthier population into the program; 
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you’re spreading risk, which leads to 
more stable costs; and we talked about 
the fact that the Federal Employees 
Health Benefit Program under last 
year only had a 1.8 percent increase in 
its health care plans on average and 
the private sector had about a 6.1 per-
cent increase. And I think that’s even 
modest. 

So, again, a good model here. 
I’m glad that you raised the issue of 

the commission because it is important 
to look at the reasons for the rising 
costs of health care and then look at 
what options we can employ to achieve 
cost containment and bring stability to 
the system. Things like employing 
health information technology, the 
electronic medical records that we’re 
talking more and more about these 
days, the cost of prescription drugs and 
how that system is run, and how we 
pay for prescription drugs. I’m looking 
at performance-based outcomes that 
the commission would look at. Again, 
all important tenets of achieving cost 
containment. 

And you rightly pointed out that em-
ployers, in determining whether they 
like the system or not, are going to 
look at the range of costs or percent-
age of payroll that they would con-
tribute based on the size of their com-
pany. Employers, I suspect right now, 
hopefully this will encourage them to 
ask, what are we paying as a percent-
age of payroll right now, and that fig-
ure will determine, in many ways, 
whether this system works better or 
worse for them. I suspect that in many 
cases it will be better. 

And we pointed out that the smaller 
companies with the lowest average sal-
aries would pay no more than 4 percent 
of their payroll toward this payroll 
tax. And the larger companies with the 
highest salaries would pay no more 
than 10 percent of payroll and not to 
exceed more than $12,000 per employee. 

Mr. SHAYS. Right. Because what we 
do is we cap the payroll at $120,000. And 
so it ends up being $12,000 an employer 
would pay. 

But when I was speaking of someone 
with 500 employees, they would pay 
$21,000 salary, they pay 5.25, 51⁄4 percent 
of payroll. It gets up to, if they’re mak-
ing $83,000 on average, and that would 
be quite a company, then they would 
be paying the 10 percent rate. And the 
key is that when we drafted this legis-
lation, we had the input of private 
foundations and experts. But in the 
end, this still is an estimate of what we 
think brings in the revenue needed to 
provide the services. 

And the challenges you just don’t 
know until you get more into it. That’s 
why the hearings are so necessary. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. Absolutely. 
Mr. SHAYS. We have to draft legisla-

tion that we think is as accurate as 
can be, and then we present it to those 
who would be impacted: Employers, 
government individuals, and say tell us 

how it impacts your life. I have com-
mittee meetings, and I had individuals 
say, well, for a period of time I lost my 
job. This plan would have meant I 
would have had health care. 

b 2045 

I had someone else who said, you 
know, I had a condition. I was insured. 
I couldn’t hold my COBRA. I couldn’t 
keep my insurance for a while. It 
stopped. And then I got insurance later 
and they said, you had a preexisting 
condition, and they weren’t covered. 

I had business men and women who 
said, I only have five people in my of-
fice, and we’re paying an exorbitant 
amount. I mean, under our legislation, 
someone who had less than 10 would be 
paying, if their salary was $21,000, 4 
percent of payroll. If their salary was 
83, they would be paying 6 percent of 
payroll, far less than what they’re pay-
ing now, far less. And so, it’s a debate 
that we need to have. Now, I’m waiting 
for the employer who comes to me and 
says, guess what? Under your plan, I’m 
going to have to pay more. I want him 
or her to tell us why and how much. So 
we need to make sure that people get 
on your web page or our web page and 
take a look at this legislation and give 
us feedback. 

We’re going to literally tour the 
country to argue that we need to begin, 
first, a debate on health care that our 
bill, the bill presented by Mr. WYDEN, 
the bill of the single payer, all of that 
should be brought forward for really a 
terrific debate. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. I couldn’t agree 
more. This is one of the most chal-
lenging issues facing us in our time 
right now. It’s going to take time and 
effort to get the message out and hope-
fully encourage support for our plan. 

I’m glad that you and I have made a 
commitment to travel the country so 
that we can help to bring the plan be-
fore people, hopefully to educate the 
American people about what we’re pro-
posing, and offering this as a viable so-
lution to our Nation’s health care cri-
sis. It’s clearly long overdue. And in 
my home State of Rhode Island, it’s 
the number one domestic issue that I 
hear most about. It is directly tied in 
many ways to the health of our econ-
omy and making sure that our compa-
nies can be competitive in this global 
market. It’s important to individuals 
and families. 

And no person should have to worry 
if they’re going to lose their home be-
cause they come down with a cata-
strophic illness or a family member 
comes down with a catastrophic ill-
ness, but that happens every day across 
this country right now because of the 
present health care system. And again, 
it’s not that there is no cost associated 
with the uninsured. If someone is that 
sick and they need to be treated, 
they’re going to go, very often, to the 
hospital, to the emergency room where 

they’re going to be seen. But usually 
by then it’s at the end stage of an ill-
ness where a person is so sick that they 
have to be likely hospitalized, or the 
cost of treating them is far more ex-
pensive than it otherwise would have 
been at the earlier stages when early 
intervention, early care would have 
made all the difference if it were with 
a prescription or some other treat-
ment. Now we’re offering a system to 
change that. 

Mr. SHAYS. See, that’s, I think, one 
of the key points. You could make an 
assumption that 15 percent are not cov-
ered and you’re now going to cover 
them, that it means it’s going to be 
more expensive for everyone. And there 
are arguments that we might have to 
phase the legislation in to make sure 
that we get more doctors and nurses 
and so on because we’re looking at po-
tential shortages. But the key thing is 
that those that don’t have insurance 
have extreme measures taken, and by 
extreme, more services, more costly 
services. And so we have this artifi-
cially inflated cost, and that clearly 
will have an impact if everyone is, in 
fact, covered. 

Before we end, I’d love to make sure 
we just go right through the simple 
parts of this legislation. If I could just 
start by saying you’ve written a bill 
that says all Americans should have 
the same health care benefits and op-
portunities that Federal employees 
have. Federal employees, Members of 
Congress who are Federal employees, 
we pay 28 percent of the cost, the gov-
ernment pays 72 percent of the cost. We 
can get a more expensive plan or we 
can get a less expensive plan. 

What your plan does is it puts every-
one in a pool, one pool, 300 million peo-
ple. It spreads out the cost. It gives all 
Americans at least, probably—we have 
now 18 choices, there will probably be 
more, and they have choice. Your plan 
says that you will never lose your in-
surance, ever. Your plan says it doesn’t 
matter if you’re an employer with five 
employees or one with a thousand. 
Your plan recognizes whether you’re 
one person or 500, you’re going to get 
covered and be part of the same pool. 

And ultimately it means that we’re 
going to do something that we’ve 
talked about for 50 years, and that is, 
this great country of ours, the United 
States of America, will have a uni-
versal plan, all Americans. And when 
we do it, I think you’re going to find 
that we’re going to say, what took us 
so long? 

So it’s just a real pleasure and an 
honor to work with you and your staff. 
And I look forward to our having some 
impact on this hugely important issue. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. I thank the gen-
tleman from Connecticut again for his 
words and his support in helping to 
craft this bipartisan universal health 
care bill. 

Like you, I believe that the Amer-
ican people deserve the same kind of 
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health care coverage as Members of 
Congress. And this is a bill that 
achieves that goal. It’s something that 
is long overdue. It’s something that is 
vitally important to every family 
across America, making sure that our 
families are taken care of, our busi-
nesses can stay competitive, and that 
we’re offering something that is afford-
able, not only for the short term, but 
for the long term. 

In closing, for individuals, the Amer-
ican Health Benefits Program offers 
choice, affordability, and portability. 
You can take the coverage with you if 
you change jobs. And on the side of 
how we provide this coverage, it’s man-
aged competition whereby insurers 
would now have to compete for enroll-
ees based on benefits, efficiency, serv-
ice and price; again, a good model for 
guaranteeing coverage, but making 
sure that it’s affordable, with an im-
portant component of cost contain-
ment, making sure that we’re looking 
at using the most innovative tech-
nologies out there, such as health IT 
records, and other things that would 
make sure that we’re providing the 
most efficient and affordable care pos-
sible, but comprehensive care. 

I think my friend has some other 
comments that you would like to make 
as we close? 

Mr. SHAYS. We just have to insert 
different names here, but our web page 
is www.house.gov/shays. If someone 
goes to www.house.gov/shays, they will 
see this plan, as we’ve been talking 
about, on our main page. And I’m as-
suming that your web page would be 
www.house.gov/langevin. So they can 
go on either of our web pages and see 
the plan. 

We would love for people to respond, 
tell us what they like about it, how 
they would benefit. And then we would 
like their help in contacting their 
Member of Congress and saying we 
would like you to support the Langevin 
bill, and get on it. We need to start get-
ting cosponsors. We need to encourage 
Congress to have hearings on this legis-
lation, begin that process. 

So again, that’s www.house.gov/ 
langevin or www.house.gov/shays. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. I thank my col-
league. And I couldn’t agree more. We 
want people to look at this plan, tell us 
what part of it they like, what they 
don’t, what works, what doesn’t, so 
that we can improve upon it. And cer-
tainly it’s important for people to get 
educated because this is an issue that 
is clearly confronting our country. It is 
serious, it is challenging, but the time 
to solve it is now. 

We’re beginning the process. We in-
vite the American people to be part-
ners with us in this effort. I look for-
ward to traveling the country with you 
as we talk to groups across the country 
and hopefully enlisting their support, 
and ultimately the support of all the 
Members of this House and the Senate. 

I look forward to the day where we 
can pass this bill in both Chambers and 
put it on the President’s desk for the 
President’s signature, and again, truly 
make a difference for the people that 
we serve. I think it’s the right thing to 
do. 

With that, I thank my colleague from 
Connecticut for his friendship, his val-
uable input and support on this bipar-
tisan universal health care bill. And I 
also want to take a minute just to 
thank the Speaker for giving us time 
to discuss this very important issue. 

Mr. SHAYS. If I could thank the 
Speaker as well. And thank you again 
and your staff, and my staff as well. 
It’s a great opportunity to work on this 
legislation with you. Thank you. 

Mr. LANGEVIN. Thank you. I thank 
my staff as well. It is something that 
often gets overlooked, and I want to 
make sure that it’s not because your 
staff and my staff have worked so 
closely on this, as well as the effort 
that you and I have put in. A lot of 
great work has come from this collabo-
rative effort. And I thank you again for 
your support and your input. 

f 

TAXPAYER FREEDOM DAY 

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. 
ELLSWORTH). Under the Speaker’s an-
nounced policy of January 18, 2007, the 
gentleman from Michigan (Mr. 
WALBERG) is recognized for 60 minutes 
as the designee of the minority leader. 

Mr. WALBERG. Mr. Speaker, I appre-
ciate the opportunity tonight to be on 
this floor to speak on an issue that is 
near and dear to a lot of our hearts, 
and certainly a lot of our constituents’ 
hearts, because tomorrow, April 23, is 
Taxpayer Freedom Day. It’s an oppor-
tunity, for the first time this year, for 
taxpayers to start working for them-
selves and not simply for their govern-
ment to pay taxes. 

On April 15 we paid our taxes. On 
April 23, days beyond that, we come to 
a point where it is no longer an issue of 
working to pay just the taxes that each 
taxpayer needs to pay, but now we go 
on to do for ourselves what we can and 
should do that would allow us to do 
things for others that we would like to 
do as well, to benefit them, to meet 
needs that cannot simply be met by 
government, that can be met in special 
ways by ourselves. 

This morning I had the privilege of 
being at a Big Brothers, Big Sisters 
breakfast fundraiser and hearing an 
outstanding speaker who was from 
business and industry, a leader in her 
own right with a major corporation in 
my district, and yet appealing to the 
fact that in the private sector, in char-
ities and special functions, that there 
is a place for finding ways to do it bet-
ter, quicker, faster, more efficiently 
and cheaper in the process, that there 
needs to be ways to collaborate in such 
a way that organizations that some-

times are redundant and overlap come 
together, if not to join forces as the 
same group, but to join forces in pro-
viding resources to each other that 
they don’t have to duplicate. I said to 
the speaker afterwards, you know, 
that’s, indeed, what government ought 
to be doing as well. 

The only way we will do that, 
though, is by forcing ourselves to do 
things appropriately to allow the en-
gine of our economy, that being the 
private sector, individual worker, en-
trepreneur, risk taker, business person, 
industry, to do for themselves only 
what they can do. And to do that, they 
certainly need to have the resources in 
place that will enable them to function 
successfully. 

b 2100 

By having to work until April 23 just 
to pay taxes, that’s not the right ap-
proach to accomplish that. 

I recently was hooked on the HBO 
mini-series ‘‘John Adams,’’ a mini-se-
ries on the take-off on the book writ-
ten by David McCullough, a noted his-
torian on the Framers of our way of 
life here in the United States, our gov-
ernmental system, the Constitution, 
Bill of Rights, and all that makes this 
country great. And I was again im-
pressed by the character of the Fram-
ers of our system of government who 
saw freedom and liberty as the ulti-
mate priority and saw that freedom 
and liberty ultimately flowing from in-
dividual property rights, individual 
rights to use resources that they had, 
and the opportunity ultimately in the 
Revolution to break away from the 
King and be able to control more of 
one’s own largesse, limited or great as 
it might be. 

I was impressed by the character of 
these gentlemen and those behind 
them, the men and women who sup-
ported them. I was impressed with the 
fact that they believed in people, in in-
dividuals, in their ability to make good 
decisions, their ability to choose well, 
their ability to spend their resources 
more wisely, more efficiently, and bet-
ter, certainly, than a larger body 
known as the government. 

They were also appreciative, Mr. 
Speaker, of the fact that these individ-
uals, in greatness of their own hearts, 
could reach out and meet the medical 
needs, meet the security needs, meet 
the housing and care needs of individ-
uals, and go beyond just themselves be-
cause they had ability to do that, if 
their government allowed them the lib-
erty and freedom of choice because 
they had resources to do that as well. 

I believe that our Framers never ever 
would have envisioned what we’ve 
come to today. They would have never 
envisioned that we, as individual tax-
payers, would work until April 23, after 
paying taxes on April 15, just to pay 
the taxes that we paid on April 15. That 
is what they revolted for, that lack of 
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